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Editions See also: Macross Plus Movie Edition and Macross Plus Movie Edition (Theatrical Release, 2021). Macross Plus
Movie Edition (DVD). Macross Plus Movie Edition (Theatrical Release, 2021). A revised version of the movie with scenes that
were cut from the theatrical version. Macross Plus Movie Edition (Remaster, 2007). A remastered version of the DVD. Macross
Plus was remastered in HD in 2007 by Studio Deen, with the help of GAINAX. The remastering was the work of GAINAX
supervisor Masashi Nishimura and sound director Jun Aoki. All frames were re-recorded in HD from the original footage. The
remaster was released in Japan on February 13, 2007. The remastered edition of Macross Plus was released in Japan on August
21, 2007. Remakes Macross Plus Movie Edition Remaster (2007) In the 2007 remake of Macross Plus, the opening and ending
themes are different, and the Japanese opening theme was performed by Masumi Itō. The remaster was released in Japan on
August 21, 2007, by Studio Deen. The North American release was announced in the July 2007 issue of Animerica. The limited
edition of the movie included the Macross Plus DVD remastered in HD, a collectible model of the VF-1J Valkyrie named
Valkyrie Diversion, and a collectible data card (limited to 500 copies). A DVD of the movie was available to fans who
participated in a survey on an online poll at the official Robotech website. Macross Plus Movie Edition Remastered (2020) In
2020, Macross Plus was remastered into Macross Plus Movie Edition Remastered, which was released on October 21, 2020.
This is a remastered version of the original Robotech release with a HD remaster, remastered audio, and extra scenes and
footage that were added from the original Japanese theatrical release. A Limited Edition was released on September 29, which
included a DVD of the original Japanese theatrical release, a collectible packaging box, and a series of postcards. Sequel
Macross Frontier Macross Frontier is a Japanese science fiction mecha anime television series created by Hajime Yatate and
directed by Kunihiro Ishikawa, who directed Macross Plus. It is set 12 years after the events of Macross Plus, as humanity is
fighting off an alien invasion known as the Bydo.

Macross Plus Movie Edition (Japanese: シリーズ, SupīsuS?) is an anime film based on the Robotech franchise, released as part of
Macross Frontier. It was produced by Studio Khara and directed by Yoshiyuki Tomino, with Tomino supervising the script. The
film's story is based on the. Jan 10, 2018 Shingo Onishi I'm calling double bullshit. Yes, film is expensive to remaster but
Robotech is the only thing they sell. If Animeigo could remaster Macross in . Macross Plus Movie Edition Remastered 1080p
HD 57 ☑. Jan 17, 2018 I'm calling double bullshit. Yes, film is expensive to remaster but Robotech is the only thing they sell. If
Animeigo could remaster Macross in . Nov 3, 2019 Macross Plus Movie Edition (Japanese: シリーズ, SupīsuS?) is an anime film
based on the Robotech franchise, released as part of Macross Frontier. It was produced by Studio Khara and directed by
Yoshiyuki Tomino, with Tomino supervising the script. The film's story is based on the. Jan 10, 2018 Shingo Onishi I'm calling
double bullshit. Yes, film is expensive to remaster but Robotech is the only thing they sell. If Animeigo could remaster Macross
in . Oct 26, 2019 Macross Plus Movie Edition (Japanese: シリーズ, SupīsuS?) is an anime film based on the Robotech franchise,
released as part of Macross Frontier. It was produced by Studio Khara and directed by Yoshiyuki Tomino, with Tomino
supervising the script. The film's story is based on the. Jan 17, 2018 I'm calling double bullshit. Yes, film is expensive to
remaster but Robotech is the only thing they sell. If Animeigo could remaster Macross in . Feb 5, 2018 This video shows only
10 minutes, is based on the original film. It's a unique animation quality, and is based on the 90s. You could see the . Macross
Plus Movie Edition Remastered 1080p 57 ☑ link code. I started watching the new updated Robotech on Funimation. Feb 4,
2018 In Macross 7, the movie became a "story within a 2d92ce491b
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